
 

 

 

 

 

 

Skyline Mirage® Accessories 



Marquee Lights Remove light
bulbs from protective foam covers.
Screw bulbs into light bar and
swivel hanging brackets up.

The Marquee Header is a graphic
header designed to be backlit.  
It can be backlit with either 
incandescent Marquee Lights or
Flourescent Lightsticks.

Hang light brackets over display
frame.  Place cord over top of
display and plug into power strip.

Skip to Step 5.

If you have Marquee lights
proceed to Step 1.

If you have a Fluorescent
Lightstick skip to Step 3
on page 18.
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Fluorescent Lightstick Insert
both lightsticks into fixture.   

Unfold hanging bracket and insert
into slots of channels in desired
position.

Connect fixture to hanging bracket.

Place cord over top of display
and plug into power strip.
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Assemble shock-corded header
frame.

Unroll graphic panel onto header
frame.

Hook header over frame at both
ends of display.
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Product Shelf Pull panel away
from frame to expose channel.
Attach shelf bracket to channel
and secure in place.  Repeat for
opposite bracket. Place shelf onto
brackets making sure notches 
line up.

Product shelving is flat.
Available as single or double
shelf.  

Literature shelving is angled
and is available only as a double
shelf.

Literature Shelf Pull panel
away from frame to expose chan-
nel. Attach shelf bracket to chan-
nel and secure in place.  Repeat
for opposite bracket.

Attach literature clip to shelf lip.
Place shelf onto brackets making
sure notches line up.
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Waterfall Bracket Carefully
pull panel away exposing channels.
Insert bracket into channel
notches and push down to lock
into place.

Peg Bar Carefully pull panel
away exposing channels.  Insert
bracket into channel notches and
push down to lock into place.

Waterfall Bracket is used for
displaying products with a 
hanger such as apparel.  

Peg Bar is perfect for displaying
packaged items.
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